T he ancient Greek admonition "Know thyself " applies more than ever today. After a century in which humanity has set new records for achievement and destruction, we have all the more cause to reflect on our makeup, yet we have only limited insight into what makes us tick and what to do to keep ourselves ticking to greater benefit. In his latest book, Paul Ehrlich gives us vital clues about one of the great imponderables of the human condition.
On the opening page we are offered two postulates. The first is that human nature is no single entity; rather, it is as varied as humanity itself. The second is that, far from being a unitary immutable thing, human nature can change. In fact, it is changing all the time.
To elucidate his first postulate, Ehrlich asserts that there are many human natures, spanning a broad spectrum of experiences. This diversity is way beyond what can be explained by our genetic heritage. Ehrlich has no truck with the idea that we are hard-wired genetically. Rather, our cultural environment with its vast variations has played a crucial role in human evolution and in the array of natures we see around us-even though that role is often overlooked. Indeed, Ehrlich views genetic determinism as "a major roadblock to understanding ourselves" (p. ix). He does not believe we are genetically destined to be "instinctively aggressive, greedy, selfish, duplicitous, sex-crazed, cruel, and generally brutish creatures with a veneer of social responsibility." Instead, he contends, we should always reckon with the pivotal factor of culture's adaptiveness.
In short, there is no such thing as a fixed human nature. On the contrary, it is "an interaction between our genotypes, the genetic information we have, and the different environments in which we livewith the result that each of us has a unique human nature" (p. 21). Instead of a single human nature, then, there are six billion variations today and there have been tens of billions of them in the past, all molded and diversified by pressures from our environments, whether social or physical.
This reasoning leads to Ehrlich's second postulate: Human nature is in an endless state of flux. Each of us is changing all the time, and we do so throughout our lives. Although we cannot alter human nature to order, we cannot help but recognize the intrinsically alterable character of human nature. In fact, the story of our changing natures is no less than the story of human evolution. The key to understanding our evolutionary history lies with the incessant interplay between biological and cultural evolution. The same applies, of course, to our future, with all that implies for our capacity to live with each other and our supporting Earth.
What, specifically, is that amorphous phenomenon "culture"? Ehrlich defines it as "the non-genetic information (socially transmitted behaviors, beliefs, attitudes, institutions, arts, and so on) shared and exchanged among us" (p. 5). Ehrlich celebrates the myriad manifestations of culture: They are what give us "our individuality, our cultural variety, and our potential for future genetic andespecially-cultural evolution" (p. x). This latter concept can be defined as "change in the body of non-genetic information that human beings contain, including what is stored in our brains, our books, our buildings, our computer discs, our films. Cultural information can change much more rapidly than genetic information" (p. 63).
Ehrlich's book is a panoramic overview of human evolution-how it works, how environments have affected its course, and how it has shaped and been shaped by teeming cultural factors. Among the eclectic issues covered are the bigpicture themes listed above, together with a host of subthemes: the emergence of consciousness; how microbes can evolve far more rapidly that humans, and hence the scope of new pandemic diseases; why and how our ancestors developed agriculture, writing, governance, gunpowder, industry, nation-states, art, and religion; chance in human history; the notion of free will; the role of altruism; environmental ethics; the sources of human values; how sexism, stress behavior, and overconsumption may reflect our evolutionary past; and our environmental predicament in the form of grandscale soil erosion, water shortages, deforestation, biodepletion, climate change, and so on.
In a concluding chapter, Ehrlich considers how we can develop rational strategies to deal with a multitude of social, political, and environmental problems. He addresses such issues as genetic engineering, pollution, overuse of antibiotics, crop pest control, biodiversity conservation, and establishment of equitable societies.
All these topics are germane to our environmental predicament, and indeed to our future outlook as societies. We must manage our biosphere as a single continuum: The winds carry no passport. Similarly, we are becoming global citizens by virtue of economic linkages: Each day some $1.3 trillion shuttle back and forth among the stock exchanges of the world. Thus there is a premium on learning to think global. But alas, and as the opening sentence of the Brundtland Commission's report told us 15 years ago (with all too little response), our earth is one, our world is not. We seek to run the biosphere in 200 management packages known as nation-states, which hardly show the collaborative spirit that is objectively required.
Do our limited perceptions stem from our evolutionary background? For the Books great bulk of Homo sapiens' history, people operated in small bands of perhaps 50 hunter-gatherers. There was a selection benefit in identifying with the whole group, because doing so would increase one's chances of staying alive and passing on both one's genes and one's cultural information. Then, 10,000 years ago, the group expanded to a village of maybe 500 people. After a while the village gave way to a township of 50,000 people, then a city of 500,000 people, then a city-state of 5 million people, and so on. At each stage the successful members enlarged their sense of loyalty to encompass a larger community. Today's "group" contains 6 billion members, which means that we need to develop an inclusive capacity of commensurate scale-and do it with the evolutionary equipment that evolved largely to meet the needs of 50 people.
Can we expand our capacity for fealty to make the last and biggest leap-to identify with the entire world and the entire earth? Idealistic as it may sound, it is realistic: Nothing less will work. (Of course, global-scale fealty does not mean any reduced loyalty to smaller communities; during the Sydney Olympics I cheered for the British athletes to run the socks off the rest.) The challenge should rank as the most taxing and rewarding in the history of humanity.
Consider too what is emerging as surely the number one problem (in conjunction with population growth) that environmentalists, and indeed society as a whole, must tackle: namely, consumption. We need to modify and redirect consumption, or rather overconsumption and misconsumption, which Ehrlich views as "the most seductive-and at least temporarily-successful force for cultural evolution outside of religion the planet has ever seen" (p. 221). Until very recent times humans have believed that more of anything must be better, virtually by definition. The overriding preoccupation has been getting supper on the table and supplying other essentials. Now that many people enjoy an overwhelming excess of essentials and nonessentials alike, they need to shift (to cite Amory Lovins) from "more is better" to "enough is best" (Lovins 1997). The profoundly held perceptions of 100,000 generations must be rejigged in a couple of generations. We could find many a clue on how to set about this formidable task by pondering Ehrlich's book.
Some observers assert that consumption patterns are set in concrete. But note that some 60 million Americans have given up smoking in little over a decade. At the start of that period the ubiquitous message was that, if you wanted to be accepted, you should smoke. By the end of the period, the reverse applied. The switch made for a social earthquake, virtually overnight.
Though Ehrlich has often been viewed as the ultimate doomster and gloomster, his book is inherently optimistic. He sees stacks of scope for us to improve our condition, doing it from the inside outwhich means that, for a start, we should conceptually recognize that we have been molded in part by all manner of external pressures. He takes heart from "the inordinate diversity of individuals and societies in areas as different as languages, sexual preferences, and political systems" (p. ix). Reflecting the vast variety of human culture, Ehrlich emphasizes, are the advances made in difficult areas such as human rights, individual freedoms, democratic governance, race relations, religious tolerance, women's rights, and avoidance of global conflict. With all this progress to date, Ehrlich contends that we can aim for still greater cultural advances. We should view ourselves not just as human beings but as human becomings.
The book will appeal to practitioners in evolution, genetics, paleontology, anthropology, sociobiology, and psychology, as well as governance, jurisprudence, esthetics, ethics, and philosophy. Indeed, it should interest anyone who has ever looked in the mirror and been moved to ask "Huh?" Here we have a major work of synthesis and scholarship, comparable in its sweep, creativity, and integrative vision with Edward O. Wilson's recent book Consilience. Moreover, Ehrlich's view of the world and its peoples is presented with the wit and panache that have been hallmarks of Ehrlich's writings for decades. The 155,000-word text is followed by 100 pages of notes and over 2000 references. A bravura performance.
Back to the ancient Greeks. When Ulysses returned from a long voyage, he gave thanks to the gods by putting 20 slaves to death. We have come a long way since then. We have also largely moved on from slavery, public executions, and other dismal hangovers from our past. We have ended the cold war and apartheid. 
D aniel Botkin summarizes No Man's
Garden as follows: "The primary thrust of this book has been to suggest an alternative to today's conflict between civilization and nature. This alternative lies within the rationalist tradition of recent Western civilization. It celebrates the products of civilization as well as the splendor of life on Earth" (p. 250). Unfortunately, the thrust is misguided and the effort to deliver it is unnecessary and unoriginal.
The thrust is unnecessary because virtually anyone who thinks critically about ecological sustainability (i.e., those most likely to read No Man's Garden) realizes that concerns for nature and civilization are inextricable and must be balanced. Exceptions to such reasonable thought tend to reside at the furthest ends of the environmental-political spectrum. As Botkin acknowledges,"The public is also aware of the holes in the arguments posed by deep ecologists and proponents of the wise use movement" (p. 43). This rings true, but then why would anyone spend so much time preaching to the choir?
The thrust is unoriginal because, after all, Botkin is extracting it from Thoreau's 19th-century writings. Furthermore, it could have been extracted from the writings of John Stuart Mill, Theodore Roosevelt, or Aldo Leopold. Almost everyone wants balance-even Julian Simon professed a love for nature and civilization.
Many readers will be annoyed by Botkin's prefatory claim,"The discussion in this book of deep ecology is not an attempt to find a straw man" (p. xvii; italics in original), especially when they go on to note the construction of at least two straw men in the first three chapters. First, the supposed ignoramuses of 19th-and 20th-century science naively applied the "great ancient, prescientific myth of the balance of nature" (p. 37) to everything in sight, artlessly prescribing stasis, but superior minds of late have "toppled that notion" (p. 19). Yet Rachel Carson and the other giants of conservation who employed the balance-of-nature concept prudently and so very productively will not easily turn to straw.
Aldo Leopold provided a balanced approach to the balance of nature concept. Although his land ethic essay portrayed the balance of nature concept as insufficiently rigorous for students of ecology, nothing suggests that Leopold thought the concept lacking whatsoever in heuristic value, especially in the vernacular. After all, Leopold said, "I know of deer herds in Mexico which never get out of kilter with their range.... There is substantial balance between those deer and their range, just as there was substantial balance between the buffalo and the prairie" (Leopold 1999, p. 164) . One would be hard pressed to find a more apt phrase than "balance of nature" to describe Leopold's observations. Thus the conservation historian Char Miller attributed to Leopold the "recognition that an attempt to eradicate wolves...upset a Books delicate balance of nature" (Miller 1989, p. 443) .
Nowhere is Botkin's attempt to debunk the balance of nature concept more strained than where he tries, unconvincingly, to employ Thoreau's statement: "Our notions of law and harmony are commonly confined to those instances which we detect; but the harmony which results from a far greater number of seemingly conflicting, but really concurring, laws, which we have not detected, is still more wonderful"(italics added; p. 72). We can add Thoreau to the likes of Ernest Schumacher and even Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who saw-neither simplistically nor in everything at all times-the harmony and balance in nature. From calcium levels in eggshells to deer herds on the Kaibab Plateau, the balance of nature concept has resonated with naturalist and citizen alike, and to great conservation effect. Far from obscurity, one finds it explained quite readily in modern encyclopedias.
The next straw man is the "idea of wilderness that was dominant at the end of the twentieth century-as a place untrammeled by human beings, where there is no evidence of the action of people" (p. 23). Yet the majoritarian concept of wilderness has long come complete with human activities, and No Man's Garden provides no compelling evidence of a paradigm shift. George Catlin's prototypical image of national parks included unconstrained American Indians whooping and hunting their way across vast plains and hills, with white men traversing at their own peril-that is, the wilderness that Catlin had witnessed firsthand. Most of the human activities associated with wilderness today have roots in those earlier activities: backpacking, horsepacking, canoeing, hunting and fishing, rock climbing. The density of humans may rightly be expected to reach its lowest level in the wilderness, but wilderness concepts that exclude humans (and evidence of humans) are found primarily in the esoteric writings of a few academicians.
The last straw man, so to speak, comes in Chapter 10, when those who recognize the fundamental conflict between economic growth and wildlife conservation are portrayed as unenlightened and at odds with Thoreau, who "did not see commercial and economic development as functioning in opposition to nature" (p. 118). Yet this misleading claim, one begging to be taken out of context and bound to send Thoreau rolling in his grave, comes on the very heels of this statement: "Logging per se did not interfere with Thoreau's appreciation of the spiritual qualities of forested nature, as long as the cutting was not so large in area or so severe as to disallow any sense of contact with the forest" (italics added; p. 118). And thus it is with virtually everyone: Enough is enough at some point. The real challenge is to find that acceptable scale of human economy-acceptable to an informed democracy-at which needs for nature and civilization are balanced with needs for economic production (Czech 2000) .
This last straw man is a scarecrow pointing wearily to the central error of No Man's Garden: Botkin simply misidentified the source of conflict. He thinks there is a significant populace for whom nature and civilization conflict, so No Man's Garden is an attempt to correct this phantom fallacy. Unfortunately, No Man's Garden does virtually nothing to articulate the real conflict, the one between nature-civilization and economic growth.
Neither nature nor civilization can withstand perpetually increasing production and consumption of goods and services, facilitated by increasing population and per capita consumption and measured by gross national product. The limit is called carrying capacity, and the breaching thereof degrades nature and uproots civilization. If anything, the truly civilized would be capable of preventing-and have the willpower to prevent-the material excess that threatens all of nature and fellow humans. If one is looking for the source of conflict for both nature and civilization-barbaric consumption coupled with maldistribution of wealthThorstein Veblen did a more accurate job of identifying it a century ago in Theory of the Leisure Class.
No Man's Garden also contains some conflicting messages. For example, in the preface Botkin calls No Man's Garden "this book of deep ecology" (p. xvii), while on page 40 he deprecates deep ecologists: "The future of the world, the deep ecologists say, lies in the suppression of individualism and democracy so that the biosphere can persist. Not only are people who commit crimes against nature evil, but also massive die-offs of people are good."Another inconsistency appears when Botkin acknowledges that "Thoreau's writings suggest that he never quite settled in his own mind whether wilderness required vastness" (p. 172) after arguing adamantly in the previous chapter that smallness was quite consistent with Thoreau's wilderness.
On the positive side, No Man's Garden does illuminate some interesting events in conservation history, not at all limited to Thoreau's writings. Readers who are particularly interested in the philosophy of ecological integrity and naturalness will find useful observations made or related by Botkin, and the last few chapters give shrift (albeit short) to some of the crucial sustainability issues. Botkin also makes an important point, one made by the likes of Daniel Boorstin and Thomas Kuhn: "Innovation and creativity-the discovery of something newmust oppose some established ideas and beliefs. Perhaps we will always need a Thoreau to help us progress beyond standard paradigms" (p. 97). Readers would do well, however, to seek their lessons about Thoreau from Thoreau's writings.
If Botkin set out on the wrong course to sustainability with No Man's Garden, perhaps it is because he boarded the wrong ship. Thoreau certainly has a lot to offer philosophers, naturalists, historians, and others, but for the task of charting a sustainable course, other historic figures are far more relevant. After all, "Some scientists in Thoreau's time did see beyond the vastness of the oceans, beyond the marshes and woods occupied by foxes and people, to recognize a potential for human-induced, global-scale environmental change.... These contemporaries were capable of a broad-scale perspective that Thoreau did not discuss" (p. 183). Such broad-scale perspectives were displayed primarily by philosophers of political economy such as Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, and John Stuart Mill, whose works speak for themselves. For those who desire a contemporary, abstracted rendering of such broad-scale perspectives, authors such as Herman Daly, Robert Heilbroner, and John Kenneth Galbraith have done quite well in providing them.
Henry David Thoreau said,"There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at its root" (www.geocities.com/~spanoudi/ alphat1.html). Unfortunately, if one considers environmental deterioration an evil, No Man's Garden strikes far from the root. W hen those of us who live in the United States think of biodiversity, we think more often of Amazonian Peru, Madagascar, or Indonesia than of our own country. Yet the authors included in this beautifully produced volume remind us that the United States is home to a surprising diversity of plants and animals, many of which are threatened with extinction. More than 200,000 native species have been identified in the United States, roughly 13 percent of the 1.5 million species worldwide currently recognized by taxonomists. The conservation status of only about 21,000 of these native species is known with some confidence, but if the species whose status is known is representative of the remainder, about one-third of the native species in the United States are either vulnerable, imperiled, critically imperiled, or already extinct. The extinction crisis is not only a crisis of the tropics. It is a crisis in our own backyards.
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New from Missouri Botanical Garden Press
The editors of Precious Heritage, which is the result of a joint project of the Nature Conservancy and the Association for Biodiversity Information, assembled chapters from 28 contributors, who provide an outstanding introduction to the problems and prospects of biodiversity conservation in the United States. The book's 11 chapters include arguments for the importance of biodiversity conservation, descriptions of the techniques used for biodiversity inventories, summaries of the distribution and status of biodiversity in the United States, an overview of major threats to imperiled species (drawn largely from Wilcove et al.
[1998]), and outlines of the strategies available to promote biodiversity protection in the United States. It includes facts that will be familiar to many concerned about biodiversity conservation-nearly 30 percent of all known freshwater mussels are known from the United States-and some that will be unfamiliar and surprising: The United States may be the most ecologically diverse country in the world, home to 21 of 28 globally defined ecoregions.
Chapters in most edited volumes are uneven in quality and often have only a tenuous connection to one another. This book is different. The editors of Precious Heritage have seen to it that each chapter in this book is of high quality and stands on its own as an independent contribution, but the book's value is far greater than the sum of its parts. Precious Heritage is the first modern, comprehensive analysis of the biotic heritage of the United States. It provides a coherent framework for identifying and selecting conservation priorities in the United States, an excellent introduction to the techniques and tools for conservation of biodiversity in the United States, and compelling arguments for the importance of biodiversity conservationarguments that may even convert a few of those who remain unconvinced of its importance.
The success of this volume derives in part from the obvious care with which the editors selected contributors. All are actively engaged in the work of biodiversity conservation. Most are drawn from the staff of private and governmental conservation organizations (Defenders of Wildlife, the Environmental Defense Fund, the National Park Service, The Nature Conservancy, the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service, the North Carolina Natural Heritage Program, the US Geological Survey, and The Wilderness Society). Those from academic institutions work closely with conservation organizations to assess the status of biodiversity and to develop conservation plans to protect it.
The care with which the editors selected contributors would, by itself, have ensured a volume full of useful individual contributions. But they did not stop with securing useful individual contributions. They also ensured that each chapter fits securely into the book's overarching theme so that it reads more like a book produced by a single, extraordinarily capable individual than one that is the product of 28 independent-minded contributors. In an effort to make the book accessible to nonprofessionals, every chapter begins with an anecdote illustrating the principles developed in the rest of the chapter. Professionals often scoff at this tactic, but by making abstract principles concrete the authors and editors help make difficult concepts much more accessible to the lay public.
No book is perfect, but it is difficult to find flaws in this one. In fact, I can think of only one. The intended audience for this book seems to be primarily the interested lay public. However, the chapters on species diversity, conservation status of species, geographic patterns of diversity and imperilment, and the diversity and status of ecological systems in the United States offer more sophisticated and detailed information than all but the most ardent amateur conservationists will be able and willing to digest. At the same time, these chapters lack some critical parts of the technical apparatus (formal statistical tests, for example) that would make them useful as primary references for professionals. Similarly, the chapters arguing for the importance of biodiversity within the United States and describing the tools and techniques for biodiversity inventory seem directed more toward nonprofessionals unfamiliar with herbaria, museums, and the Natural Heritage Network than toward the conservation professionals who will be best able to appreciate the sophisticated analyses presented in the book.
Some readers may question the book's emphasis on the central importance of the Natural Heritage Network in conservation assessment and planning, but any book with the scope and ambition of this one is sure to reflect the interests and experience of its authors. Others may question its focus on the United States when so much remains to be discovered and protected in Central and South America, Africa, Asia, and the islands of the Pacific. Without diminishing the importance of protection elsewhere, Stein, Kutner, and Adams effectively demonstrate that the United States harbors an extraordinarily rich diversity of living things much in need of our attention. They show that the bumper sticker has it at least partially right: We should think globally, and not forget to act locally. W hat the title to Shoveling Fuel leaves out, the picture on the dust jacket supplies: an out-of-control, off-the-tracks train with a dollar sign on its boiler, wildflowers in its cowcatcher, and blackened
